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newproducts

Space-saving skin care
The bT-Ceuticals Essential Travel Kit is an easy-to-use tote zip bag that
fits into your clients’ workout bags, handbags and suitcases.
The kit is also ideal as an introduction to bT-Ceuticals range for first time
users and offers a 1oz version of the brand’s Cleanse, Exfoliate and Cream
products.
• Bio-Therapeutic: 029 2023 1228

Soothe and smooth
Sensitive Facial Oil by Natural Elements is a new, nonallergen naturaceutical formula, combining scientific
research with natural and organic ingredients for effective
anti-ageing results.
Based on enriched oils loaded with vitamins and omegas, the
oil not only offers free radical-scavenging capacity, it is in a
form which is uninterrupted by synthetic chemicals – thus
allowing it to protect cells from the ageing process. The
sophisticated, scientifically-based anti-ageing formula
reinforces the hydro lipid film which is often compromised
by chemicals designed to break down fatty molecules such as
wipes, shower gels and shampoos. It also offers UVA and
UVB protection and contains ultra-potent antioxidants to
neutralise super-charged free radicals. Skin is left smoothed,
hydrated and renewed.
• Essentially Yours: 01299 253 994

Regal looks
Artdeco have launched their Autumn / Winter cosmetics collection – Majestic
Beauty.

Express yourself in
HD
HD Brows has launched the Express HD Brows treatment –
a 15-minute version of the full HD Brows treatment –
allowing time-restricted clients to enjoy the service they
have come to know and love, without the time commitment.
This 15-minute appointment is a pick-me-up for brows and
is aimed towards busy clients or male clients looking for a
quick tidy up, rather than the full HD Brows treatment. “We
hope this will answer an increasing client demand for
quicker services, while encouraging clients who haven’t
tried the service before to visit their nearest salon for a quick
fix, before embarking on the full HD Brows experience in
the future,” comments CEO and Founder of HD Brows,
Nilam Holmes-Patel.
• HD Brows: 0844 801 6811
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Inspired by exciting collections of the latest fashion shows and trendy brocade
paisley designs, the new range of cosmetics showcases brown, red and beige shades
for an elegant and majestically appearing look. New items include the limited edition
Beauty Box Quattro to house the line’s eyeshadows in hues such as Pearly Mother
Nature (No.53), Historic Wood (No.201) Majestic Dove Grey (No.271) and Purple
Monarch (No.277). For cheeks, add a dash of
fresh colour with the Cream Rouge for Cheeks
& Lips in Creamy Rosy Madame (No.15) and
for a perfect pout, try Perfect Colour
Lipstick in Black Cherry Queen (No.29)
and Generous Beige (No.39A).
• Artdeco: 0151 421 1234

